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According to The New York Times, Nigerian president, General Sani Abacha, may be employing covert, clandestine, and even apocryphal audio and video tapes in an effort to minimize the probability of a successful coup.

After a recent purge of government and military officials, President Abacha even played some of these tapes for some political leaders, diplomats, and journalists. The tapes allegedly contained records of conspirators planning a coup.

There certainly are positive aspects of a tape approach to minimize coup plotting. (1) Conspirators can never be sure when they are being recorded. (2) Conspirators—even if believing that they are not being recorded—must consider that bogus tapes may be created with seemingly damning information against them. (3) Conspirators may be less likely to trust each other given the very comprehensive security monitoring system that the tapes seem to suggest.

There are negative aspects as well. (1) Conspirators can merely assume that they always are being monitored and act accordingly. That is, while engaged in conspiracy, they can take care to "look like" they are dong no such thing. (2) Conspirators can create and disseminate their own real and bogus tapes supporting motives for a coup. (3) Conspirators may be more likely and determined to engage in coup plotting given that the pervasive government monitoring program suggests phenomena similar to the French Revolution's Thermidor.